
Item No. Picture Product Name Fabric Size CTN Quantity/CTN Details

ST-15BG01BP
Beautiful Girl Collection

Backpack

Fake

Jeans+Satin+

Microfiber

40*29*14 42*31*55 24

This backpack intergrates jeans, satin and microfiber fabric. It is designed with two

compartments. Front piece is CMYK printing on Mircofiber. Logo is leather

embroidery. Fabric piping. Rubber puller.

ST-15BG02BP
Beautiful Girl Collection

Backpack

Fake

Jeans+Satin+

Microfiber

37.5*30*13 40*32*58 24

This backpack intergrates jeans, satin and microfiber fabric. It is designed with two

compartments. Front piece is CMYK printing on Mircofiber. Logo is leather

embroidery. Fabric piping. Rubber puller.

ST-15BG03BP
Beautiful Girl Collection

Backpack

Fake

Jeans+Satin+

Microfiber

38*31*14 42*40*64 20

This backpack intergrates jeans, satin and microfiber fabric. It is designed with two

compartments. Front piece is CMYK printing on Mircofiber. Side pockets are with

zipper puller. Logo is leather embroidery. Fabric piping. Rubber puller.

ST-15BG04BP
Beautiful Girl Collection

Backpack

Fake

Jeans+Satin+

Microfiber

42*32*14 45*34*60 24

This backpack intergrates jeans, satin and microfiber fabric. It is designed with three

compartments. Front piece is CMYK printing on Mircofiber. Logo is leather

embroidery. Fabric piping. Rubber puller.

ST-15PK01BP
Colorful Life Collection

Backpack
Satin 41*30*14.5 45*34*60 24pcs

Colorful printing intergrates with shiny Satin fabric, presents fashionable feeling.

Letters in embroidery.  Two large compartments with one  little pocket, which has

enough space for kids. Delicate woven puller,  easy to open zipper.

ST-15PK02BP
Colorful Life Collection

Backpack
Satin 42*30*14 45*36*60 20pcs

Colorful printing intergrates with shiny Satin fabric, presents fashionable feeling.

Letters in embroidery.  One large compartment with one  little pocket, which has

enough space for kids. Delicate woven puller,  easy to open zipper.

ST-15PK03BP
Colorful Life Collection

Backpack
Satin 35*22*11 46*37*45 20pcs

Colorful printing intergrates with shiny Satin fabric, presents fashionable feeling.

Letters in embroidery.  Three compartments, which has enough space for kids.

Delicate woven puller,  easy to open zipper.

ST-15FC01BP
Fashion Girl Collection

Backpack
Satin 38*28*12 41*36*58 24pcs

This backpack is designed with two compartments. Satin fabric with sublimation and

CMYK printing. The main character is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric.

"FASHION GILR" is glitter fabric embroidery.  Glitter PVCpiping. Rubber zipper puller.
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ST-15FC02BP
Fashion Girl Collection

Backpack
Satin 40*29*13.5 43*32*60 20pcs

This backpack is designed with three compartments. Satin fabric with sublimation

and CMYK printing. The main character is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric.

"FASHION GILR" is glitter fabric embroidery.  Glitter PVCpiping. Rubber zipper puller.

ST-15FC03BP
Fashion Girl Collection

Backpack
Satin 38*28*12 41*36*58 24pcs

This backpack is designed with two compartments. Satin fabric with sublimation and

CMYK printing. The main character is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric.

"FASHION GILR" is glitter fabric embroidery.  Glitter PVCpiping. Rubber zipper puller.

ST-15FC04BP
Fashion Girl Collection

Backpack
Satin 40*30*14 42*35*60 24pcs

This backpack is designed with two compartments. Satin fabric with sublimation and

CMYK printing. It also use leather to match Satin. The main character is PVC

embossed and stitched on the fabric. "FASHION GILR" is glitter fabric embroidery.

Glitter PVCpiping. Rubber zipper puller.

ST-15FC05BP
Fashion Girl Collection

Backpack
Satin 40*30*14 43*32*55 24pcs

This backpack is designed with three compartments. Satin fabric with sublimation

and CMYK printing. It also use leather to match Satin. The main character is PVC

embossed and stitched on the fabric. "FASHION GILR" is glitter fabric embroidery.

Glitter PVCpiping. Rubber zipper puller.

ST-15HG01BP
Happy Girl Collection

Backpack
Satin 42*31*14 45*33*60 20pcs

This backpack uses Satin and specail shiny fabric.  Make the girl in PVC embossed and

stitched on the fabric. "HAPPY GIRL" is embroidery on the special fabric. The light

spot is the pink glitter fabric which is very shiny. Glitter PVC piping and rubber puller.

It has three compartments.

ST-15HG02BP
Happy Girl Collection

Backpack
Satin 41*32*14 43*34*60 24pcs

This backpack uses Satin and specail shiny fabric.  Make the girl in PVC embossed and

stitched on the fabric. "HAPPY GIRL" is embroidery on the special fabric. The light

spot is the pink glitter fabric which is very shiny. Glitter PVC piping and rubber puller.

It has two compartments.

ST-15HG03BP
Happy Girl Collection

Backpack
Satin 38*30*14 42*41*60 24pcs

This backpack uses Satin and specail shiny fabric.   It has two compartments. Make

the girl in PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric. "HAPPY GIRL" is embroidery on

the special fabric. The light spot is the pink glitter fabric which is very shiny. Glitter

PVC piping and rubber puller.

ST-15HG04BP
Happy Girl Collection

Backpack
Satin 36*27*12.5 39*31*60 20pcs

This backpack uses Satin and specail shiny fabric.  Make the girl in PVC embossed and

stitched on the fabric. "HAPPY GIRL" is embroidery on the special fabric. The light

spot is the pink glitter fabric which is very shiny. Glitter PVC piping and rubber puller.

It has two compartments.

ST-15HG05BP
Happy Girl Collection

Backpack
Satin 42*30*14 44*35*60 20pcs

This backpack uses Satin and specail shiny fabric.  Make the girl in PVC embossed and

stitched on the fabric. "HAPPY GIRL" is embroidery on the special fabric. The light

spot is the pink glitter fabric which is very shiny. Glitter PVC piping and rubber puller.

It has three compartments.
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ST-15LK01BP
King of Lion Collection

Backpack

600D*600pvc

+300dpvc
37*29*13 39*35*60 20

King of lion backpack is a specail collection. It is designed with 600D and 300D. The

color is much darker. By using silk and sublimation printing to present the cute lion.

Two woven labels, stitched on the fabric. Plastic piping. Rubber puller.

ST-15LK02BP
King of Lion Collection

Backpack

600D*600pvc

+300dpvc
40*29*14 42*31*58 24

This backpack is designed with 600D and 300D. The color is much darker. By using

silk and sublimation printing to present the cute lion. Two woven labels, stitched on

the fabric. Plastic piping. Rubber puller.

ST-15LK03BP
King of Lion Collection

Backpack

600D*600pvc

+300dpvc
40*30*14 43*32*60 24

This backpack is designed with 600D with 300D. Besides the two compartments, it

has two front little pocket. The color is much darker. By using silk and sublimation

printing to present the cute lion. Two woven labels, stitched on the fabric. Plastic

piping. Rubber puller.

ST-15LK04BP
King of Lion Collection

Backpack

600D*600pvc

+300dpvc
40*30*14 42*40*65 20

This backpack is designed with 600D and 300D. It has two compartments. The color

is much darker. By using silk and sublimation printing to present the cute lion. Two

woven labels, stitched on the fabric. Plastic piping. Rubber puller.

ST-15LK06SP
King of Lion Collection School

Bag

600D*600pvc

+300dpvc
37*27*15 60*56*39 4

This hard back is designed with 600D and 300D. It has one mian compartment, one

front pocket and two side pockets. The color is much darker. By using silk and

sublimation printing to present the cute lion. Two woven labels, stitched on the

fabric. Plastic piping. Rubber puller.

ST-15JY01BP
Mini Elephant Collection

Backpack
Satin 42*33*15 45*35*60 20

Satin fabric combines with shiny glitter fabric, presents lovely feeling. Elphant ia

applique embroidery. Rubber logo and PVC emboss puller. There's three

compartments, has enough space.

ST-15JY02BP
Mini Elephant Collection

Backpack
Satin 39*28*14 41*30*60 20

Satin fabric combines with shiny glitter fabric, presents lovely feeling. Elphant ia

applique embroidery. Rubber logo and PVC emboss puller. There's two large

compartments, has enough space for kids.

ST-15JY03BP
Mini Elephant Collection

Backpack
Satin 43*33*14 46*36*60 20

Satin fabric combines with shiny glitter fabric, presents lovely feeling. Elphant ia

applique embroidery. Rubber logo and PVC emboss puller. Comfortable back can

reduce pressure for kids.
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ST-15LM01BP
Music Girl Collection

Backpack

Satin+

Special Fabric
37*28*12 39*35*55 24pcs

Music Girl backpack combines Satin and special shiny fabric. It has two

compartments with two side pockets. Use silk printing and sublimation on satin. Girl

is PVC embossed with shiny glitter, which is very lovely. Glitter PVC piping. Plastic

puller.

ST-15LM02BP
Music Girl Collection

Backpack

Satin+

Special Fabric
38*27.5*12 41*32*60 20pcs

Music Girl backpack combines Satin and special shiny fabric. It has two

compartments with two side pockets. Use silk printing and sublimation on satin. Girl

is PVC embossed with shiny glitter, which is very lovely. Glitter PVC piping. Plastic

puller.

ST-15LM03BP
Music Girl Collection

Backpack

Satin+

Special Fabric
41*32*14 43*34*60 24pcs

Music Girl backpack combines Satin and special shiny fabric. It has two

compartments with two side mesh pockets. Use silk printing and sublimation on

satin. Girl is PVC embossed with shiny glitter, which is very lovely. Glitter PVC piping.

Plastic puller.

ST-15LM04BP
Music Girl Collection

Backpack

Satin+

Special Fabric
41*31*15 43*33*60 24pcs

Music Girl backpack combines Satin and special shiny fabric. It has two

compartments with two side mesh pockets. Use silk printing and sublimation on

satin. Girl is PVC embossed with shiny glitter, which is very lovely. Glitter PVC piping.

Plastic puller.

ST-15LM05BP
Music Girl Collection

Backpack

Satin+

Special Fabric
41*30.5*15 46*34*60 20pcs

Music Girl backpack combines Satin and special shiny fabric. It has two

compartments with two side mesh pockets. Use silk printing and sublimation on

satin. Girl is PVC embossed with shiny glitter, which is very lovely. Glitter PVC piping.

Plastic puller.

ST-15BF01BP Peacock Collection Backpack 420Dpvc 42*30*12.5 45*34*60 20PCS

This peacock backpack is designed with 420D fabric and special shiny sequin fabric. It

has two compartments. Silk printing with sublimation. The peakock is fabric

embossed with shiny glitter. Butterfly is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric.

Leather piping. PVC embossed puller.

ST-15BF02BP Peacock Collection Backpack 420Dpvc 39*28*14 41*30*60 20PCS

This peacock backpack is designed with 420D fabric and special shiny sequin fabric. It

has three compartments. Silk printing with sublimation. The peakock is fabric

embossed with shiny glitter. Butterfly is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric.

Leather piping. PVC embossed puller.

ST-15BF03BP Peacock Collection Backpack 420Dpvc 42*31*14 44*34*56 20PCS

This peacock backpack is designed with 420D fabric and special shiny sequin fabric. It

has two compartments. Silk printing with sublimation. The peakock is fabric

embossed with shiny glitter. Butterfly is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric.

Leather piping. PVC embossed puller.
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ST-15BF05BP Peacock Collection Backpack 420Dpvc 41*31*15 43*33*55 24PCS

This peacock backpack is designed with 420D fabric and special shiny sequin fabric. It

has three compartments. Silk printing with sublimation. The peakock is fabric

embossed with shiny glitter. Butterfly is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric.

Leather piping. PVC embossed puller.

ST-15VV01BP
Pirate Exploration Collection

Backpack

420DPVC+Ja

cquard
42*34*15 45*45*60 20

420D itegrates with Jacquard, smooth fabric can perfectly beautify the printing.

Square structure is very specail. Pirate is fabric embossed. Logo is embroidery.

Rubber label and pullers. Three compartments.

ST-15VV02BP
Pirate Exploration Collection

Backpack

420DPVC+Ja

cquard
40*30*14 43*35*50 20

420D itegrates with Jacquard, smooth fabric can perfectly beautify the printing.

Pirate is fabric embossed. Logo is embroidery.  Rubber label and pullers. Three

compartments.

ST-15VV03BP
Pirate Exploration Collection

Backpack

420DPVC+Ja

cquard
41*30*14 44*33*60 20

420D itegrates with Jacquard, smooth fabric can perfectly beautify the printing.

Pirate is fabric embossed. Logo is embroidery.  Rubber label and pullers. Three

compartments.

ST-15VV04BP
Pirate Exploration Collection

Backpack

420DPVC+Ja

cquard
40*30*14 42*40*65 20

420D itegrates with Jacquard, smooth fabric can perfectly beautify the printing.

Pirate is fabric embossed. Logo is embroidery.  Rubber label and pullers. Two

compartments. Jacqure fabric for piping.

ST-15VV05BP
Pirate Exploration Collection

Backpack

420DPVC+Ja

cquard
38*30.5*12 41*34*45 12

Classic structure, loved by kids. 420D itegrates with Jacquard, smooth fabric can

perfectly beautify the printing. Pirate is fabric embossed. Logo is embroidery.

Rubber label and pullers.

ST-15TR01BP-
Racing Motorcycle Collection

Backpack
Jacquard+420dpvc41*31*14 43*35*60 20pcs

This backpack is designed with two compartments. Combining ripstop fabric with

420D, perfect present good quality printing. Make motorcycle in PVC embossed and

stitched on the fabric. Adding reflective straps and relective piping for safety. Rubber

pullers.
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ST-15TR02BP-
Racing Motorcycle Collection

Backpack
Jacquard+420dpvc 40*29*13 42*31*60 20pcs

This backpack is designed with three compartments. Combining ripstop fabric with

420D, perfect present good quality printing. Make motorcycle in PVC embossed and

stitched on the fabric. Adding reflective straps and relective piping for safety. Rubber

pullers.

ST-15TR03BP-
Racing Motorcycle Collection

Backpack
Jacquard+420dpvc43*31*13. 45*35*60 20pcs

This backpack is designed with two compartments. Combining ripstop fabric with

420D, perfect present good quality printing. Make motorcycle in PVC embossed and

stitched on the fabric. Adding reflective straps and relective piping for safety. Rubber

pullers.

ST-15TR04BP-
Racing Motorcycle Collection

Backpack
Jacquard+420dpvc 40*30*14 42*35*60 24pcs

This backpack is designed with two compartments. Combining ripstop fabric with

420D, perfect present good quality printing. Make motorcycle in PVC embossed and

stitched on the fabric. Adding reflective straps and relective piping for safety. Rubber

pullers.

ST-15TR05BP-
Racing Motorcycle Collection

Backpack
Jacquard+420dpvc

38*27.5*12.

5
41*30*58 20pcs

This backpack is designed with two compartments. Combining ripstop fabric with

420D, perfect present good quality printing. Make motorcycle in PVC embossed and

stitched on the fabric. Adding reflective straps and relective piping for safety. Rubber

pullers.

ST-15TR01BP
Rocking Car Collection Big

Backpack
Twill 42*34*15 45*37*60 20pcs

This backpack perfectly combines the Twill fabric with leather. Make car in leather

emboss presents the cool feeling.  Relective piping add safety for the kids. Rubber

zipper in good quality.

ST-15TR02BP
Rocking Car Collection

Backpack
Twill 41*30*14 43*32*65 20pcs

This backpack perfectly combines the Twill fabric with leather. Make car in leather

emboss presents the cool feeling.  Relective piping add safety for the kids. Rubber

zipper in good quality.

ST-15TR03BP
Rocking Car Collection

Backpack
Twill 41*30*14 43*35*60 24pcs

This backpack perfectly combines the Twill fabric with leather. Make car in leather

emboss presents the cool feeling.  Relective piping add safety for the kids. Rubber

zipper in good quality.

ST-15TR04BP
Rocking Car Collection

Backpack
Twill 38*29*12 40*31*60 20pcs

This backpack perfectly combines the Twill fabric with leather. Make car in leather

emboss presents the cool feeling.  Relective piping add safety for the kids. Rubber

zipper in good quality.

ST-15TR05BP
Rocking Car Collection

Backpack
Twill 36*27*12 39*32*45 20pcs

This backpack perfectly combines the Twill fabric with leather. Make car in leather

emboss presents the cool feeling.  Relective piping add safety for the kids. Rubber

zipper in good quality.
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ST-15JH01BP Skull Collection Backpack Twill 42*31*14 44*35*55 20pcs

This skull backpack is designed with blue twill fabric with CMYK printing. It has three

compartments.  The skull is in  flannelette printing with embroidery. Plastic piping.

Rubber puller.

ST-15JH02BP Skull Collection Backpack Twill 42*31*14 47*40*60 20pcs

This skull backpack is designed with blue twill fabric with CMYK printing. It has three

compartments.  The skull is in  flannelette printing with embroidery. Plastic piping.

Rubber puller.

ST-15JH03BP Skull Collection Backpack Twill 40.5*29.5*14 43*36*60 24pcs

This skull backpack is designed with blue twill fabric with CMYK printing. It has three

compartments.  The skull is in  flannelette printing with embroidery. Plastic piping.

Rubber puller.

ST-15JH12BP Skull Collection Backpack Twill 40*29*13.5 43*32*60 20pcs

This skull backpack is designed with blue twill fabric with CMYK printing.  It has three

compartments. The skull is in  flannelette printing with embroidery. Plastic piping.

Rubber puller.

ST-15JH13BP Skull Collection Backpack Twill 37.5*30*13 40*32*58 24pcs

This skull backpack is designed with blue twill fabric with CMYK printing.  It has two

compartments. The skull is in  flannelette printing with embroidery. Plastic piping.

Rubber puller.

ST-15SR01BP
Street Race Car Collection

Backpack
Jacquard 42*32*15 44*37*60 24pcs

Use two kinds of Jacquard combination. The car is Glitter PVC embossed. The

lightspot is the light under the car can glow when you touch it. The specail leather is

also another highlight, presents high quality feeling. Leather piping and rubber

puller.

ST-15SR02BP
Street Race Car Collection

Backpack
Jacquard 41*30*14 44*33*60 20pcs

Use two kinds of Jacquard combination. The car is Glitter PVC embossed. The

lightspot is the light under the car can glow when you touch it. The specail leather is

also another highlight, presents high quality feeling. Leather piping and rubber

puller.

ST-15SR03BP
Street Race Car Collection

Backpack
Jacquard 41*30*14 43*35*60 24pcs

Use two kinds of Jacquard combination. The car is Glitter PVC embossed. The

lightspot is the light under the car can glow when you touch it. The specail leather is

also another highlight, presents high quality feeling. Leather piping and rubber

puller.
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ST-15SM01BP
Summer Party Collection

Backpack
Twill 42*32*15 44*37*60 24

This backpack makes Twill fabric in sublimation, and make the girl embossed. The

logo is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric. Flower PVC emboss puller is very

delicate. Leather piping highlights the quality of the bag. It has three compartments.

ST-15SM02BP
Summer Party Collection

Backpack
Twill 43*31*14cm 46*33*60 20

This backpack makes Twill fabric in sublimation, and make the girl embossed. The

logo is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric. Flower PVC emboss puller is very

delicate. Leather piping highlights the quality of the bag. It has three compartments.

ST-15SM03BP
Summer Party Collection

Backpack
Twill 42*31*15 44*35*60 24

This backpack makes Twill fabric in sublimation, and make the girl embossed. The

logo is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric. Flower PVC emboss puller is very

delicate. Leather piping highlights the quality of the bag. It has three compartments.

ST-15SM04BP
Summer Party Collection

Backpack
Twill 38*29*12 40*31*60 20

This backpack makes Twill fabric in sublimation, and make the girl embossed. The

logo is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric. Flower PVC emboss puller is very

delicate. Leather piping highlights the quality of the bag. It has three compartments.

ST-15SM05BP
Summer Party Collection

Backpack
Twill 30*24*9 50*33*50 40

This backpack makes Twill fabric in sublimation, and make the girl embossed. The

logo is PVC embossed and stitched on the fabric. Flower PVC emboss puller is very

delicate. Leather piping highlights the quality of the bag. It has two compartments.

ST-15TA01BP
TENRUI Transformers

Collection Backpack

Twill+

Jacquard
38*29*12.5 40*37*50 20pcs

This backpack uses Twill fabric and Jacquard. The key point is front leather emboss

on transformer. For safefy, designers add reflective straps on the bag. PVC embossed

logo stitched on the side pocket. The puller is rubber. It has Two compartments.

ST-15TA02BP
TENRUI Transformers

Collection Backpack

Twill+

Jacquard
40*33*17 44*36*60 20pcs

This backpack uses Twill fabric and Jacquard. The key point is front leather emboss

on transformer. For safefy, designers add reflective straps on the bag. PVC embossed

logo stitched on the side pocket. The puller is rubber. It has Two compartments.
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ST-15TA03BP
TENRUI Transformers

Collection Backpack

Twill+

Jacquard
42*32*15 45*45*60 20pcs

This backpack uses Twill fabric and Jacquard. The key point is front leather emboss

on transformer. For safefy, designers add reflective straps on the bag. PVC embossed

logo stitched on the side pocket. The puller is rubber. It has three compartments.

ST-15TA04BP
TENRUI Transformers

Collection Backpack

Twill+

Jacquard
29*23*9 50*36*50 40pcs

This backpack uses Twill fabric and Jacquard. The key point is front leather emboss

on transformer. PVC embossed logo stitched on the side pocket. The puller is rubber.

This is a small backpack, suit for little kids.

ST-15TA05BP
TENRUI Transformers

Collection Backpack

Twill+

Jacquard
41*31*14 43*34*60 24pcs

This backpack uses Twill fabric and Jacquard. The key point is front leather emboss

on transformer. For safefy, designers add reflective straps on the bag. PVC embossed

logo stitched on the side pocket. The puller is rubber. It has three compartments.

ST-15TA06BP
TENRUI Transformers

Collection Backpack

Twill+

Jacquard
40*29*13 42*31*60 20pcs

This backpack uses Twill fabric and Jacquard. The key point is front leather emboss

on transformer. For safefy, designers add reflective straps on the bag. PVC embossed

logo stitched on the side pocket. The puller is rubber. It has two large

compartments.

Learn more bags collections on http://www.bags-center.cn/

Copyright ©  Center Bag & Case Co., Ltd.
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